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INTRODUCTION

Through-year assessment is enjoying a surge of attention. More than a dozen states are designing, piloting, or implementing versions of this assessment model to replace their current end-of-year summative test for accountability. As an organization that advises states on assessment and accountability, we understand the complexities of these kinds of assessment models. Through-year programs may provide a number of benefits, but these potential benefits must be clearly articulated and evaluated in light of their required trade-offs. We urge states to proceed with caution.

This paper outlines ten interrelated considerations for states exploring through-year designs for their federally mandated state assessment program. We use the broad definition1 of a through-year assessment program created in 2021 by our colleagues Nathan Dadey and Brian Gong:

A through-year assessment program is:

1. Administered in multiple distinct sessions during a school year, and
2. Intended to support (a) the production and use of a summative determination, and (b) one additional aim.2

Before we detail important considerations about through-year assessment, let's review briefly what has led to the current interest in these programs.

State leaders, policymakers, educators, and families have been unhappy with key aspects of federally mandated standardized assessments since they were first required by the 1994 version of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), the main federal law that governs K-12 education. Two issues frequently top the list of complaints about these state assessments: 1) they take too much time, and 2) the results arrive too late in the year, with too little useful information, to help teachers adjust instruction.

These issues—and the desire for assessment information that can help education leaders monitor and support schools—are the biggest drivers of the current surge in interest in through-year assessment.

This isn't the first such surge in interest, only the latest. The U.S. Department of Education's 2010 “Race to the Top” grant program invited assessment designs that based students' annual proficiency determinations on tests given throughout the year, rather than just once, at year's end.3 The

---

1 The field is still debating whether the “through-year” label should be restricted to programs that base annual proficiency determinations on both within-year and end-of-year results. The definition we use in this paper is sufficiently broad to include programs that use only end-of-year results in annual determinations.


Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC), one of the two state consortia that won federal grants to design those tests, proposed a model that featured multiple test sessions throughout the year. PARCC dropped that model in its final design, citing concerns about cost, testing time and local control of curriculum.4

The 2015 version of the ESEA, the Every Student Succeeds Act, permitted states to use “multiple interim statewide assessments” to create annual student proficiency determinations, further establishing through-year as an option for federally mandated standardized assessments.5 The U.S. Department of Education has also encouraged states to explore the idea through its Innovative Assessment Demonstration Authority and Competitive Grants for State Assessments programs.6,7 Currently, 13 states, including some we advise, are exploring through-year assessment programs.8

In our 25 years of working with states, we’ve seen clearly that every assessment program requires trade-offs. Because they pose many conceptual, technical, and practical challenges, through-year programs will require even harder choices among competing priorities and goals than typical programs do. Our organization detailed many of these challenges and trade-offs in our 2021 through-year assessment virtual convening.9 The evidence-based research on through-year assessment programs has not deepened substantively since then.

This paper is divided into three sections, each exploring a cluster of important considerations about through-year assessment: (1) their conceptualization and design; (2) their relationship to curriculum and instruction; and (3) their logistical and technical challenges. In each section, we provide practical recommendations for states exploring through-year assessment programs. We end with concluding thoughts and an appendix that organizes the through-year assessment programs states are currently using—or considering—into common models. Finally, we note that each program will likely uncover new and unique challenges. The considerations we present should not serve as a comprehensive checklist.

We hope this paper finds its way into the hands of state superintendents, department of education leaders, board of education members, and state legislators, to help inform their thinking if they are considering through-year assessment programs for accountability. We urge states to proceed slowly and to carefully interrogate the trade-offs inherent in any through-year assessment program, bearing in mind their state’s vision and goals.

---


5 Dadey, N. (2018, August 24). When it comes to getting summative information from interim assessments, you can't have your cake and eat it too. National Center for the Improvement of Educational Assessment. https://www.nciea.org/blog/assessment/when-it-comes-getting-summative-information-interim-assessments-you-cant-have-your


---

We urge states to proceed slowly and to carefully interrogate the trade-offs inherent in any through-year assessment program.
CONCEPTUALIZATION AND DESIGN

Consideration 1: Research on through-year assessment is limited.

With a few notable exceptions, through-year assessment programs are not operational. They’re just now being explored and developed, so research on these programs is limited.

Until the research base is more robust, those interested in through-year assessment programs cannot fully substantiate the many claims that have been made about their potential value, such as their ability to generate instructionally useful information. The field also lacks definite solutions to the many technical, logistical, and policy challenges that arise as a state moves to a through-year assessment model.

Most of the currently available literature, including this paper, offers guidance and considerations on various aspects of design, implementation, and evaluation. But it does not examine implementation or provide evidence of how effectively through-year assessment programs achieve the various goals their supporters have set for them.

We are eager to see the body of research develop through the work that more than a dozen states, with their various partner organizations, including the Center for Assessment, are doing. There is still a lot to learn about how—and whether—these assessment programs can achieve their goals, and what, if any, negative unintended consequences may emerge.

Consideration 2: No through-year program can solve all assessment problems.

States that want to replace their current end-of-year assessments with a through-year program are typically trying to solve one or more problems. They may want to reduce the amount of time testing takes up at the end of the school year, for example, or make test results more useful to classroom teachers. Perhaps they’re hoping to give students multiple opportunities to show what they know and can do, or they want to get data more frequently to help leaders monitor programs and provide student support services or interventions.

Building a through-year program that addresses these kinds of problems requires acknowledging a difficult truth: Like any assessment program, through-year assessment programs cannot solve every problem. It might be able to address just a few—and perhaps only one—well. Prioritizing the most important problems for a through-year model requires trade-offs.
A through-year program that is meant to reduce overall testing time, for example, likely cannot also provide more instructionally useful information to teachers. Providing the kinds of fine-grained information helpful to teachers requires more time, often in the form of more assessment, not less.

Federal accountability also constrains the ways stakeholders identify and prioritize the problems they want their through-year system to address.10 The current federal technical requirements for state summative assessments lead to assessments that are highly standardized, generally value breadth over depth, are easily and reliably scored, and focus on whether students have developed proficiency on the state’s academic standards.11 Many of the problems that advocates would like to see through-year solve, however, would require pushing back against these kinds of requirements.

Consider a hypothetical through-year assessment program that produces student proficiency data to meet federal accountability requirements, but is also expected to generate information that’s helpful in guiding classroom instruction. One approach to producing instructionally useful information would be to investigate what teachers need to know about their students throughout the year and design assessments to reflect that.

Given the curricular and instructional diversity in a typical state, however, the list of what teachers need to know would likely suggest many distinct assessments, in various formats, each relating in a different way to the state’s academic content standards. Accountability, however, requires assessments to be comparable across all students. The surest way to achieve comparability is standardization: to have common items or tasks that, taken together, cover the breadth and depth of the state’s academic content standards. These kinds of tensions must be navigated for a through-year assessment program to address its problems and meet its goals.

Can a through-year program aiming for instructional utility find the right trade-offs between the kinds of information that may help educators and the need for comparability and standardization? Perhaps the list of what teachers need to know could be translated into a manageable set of assessments that can be flexibly administered. But, if so, would those tests support sufficient levels of comparability? These questions, and others, remain unanswered. Careful research on high-quality implementation is needed.

In the meantime, states considering through-year assessment must prioritize the problems they want to address, clearly articulate their goals, and formulate a plausible approach to meeting them.

Agreeing on the problem(s) a through-year program is meant to solve, or the goals it should achieve, requires substantial stakeholder engagement. Stakeholders are likely to disagree, so reaching a shared understanding on the priorities of the program could be challenging. Even with clear priorities and a limited number of test purposes, states will still have to navigate the tensions inherent in addressing those problems while still meeting, or redefining, the technical requirements for statewide accountability assessments.

**States considering through-year assessment must prioritize the problems they want to address, clearly articulate their goals, and formulate a plausible approach to meeting them.**


Consideration 3: Each through-year assessment design requires trade-offs.

Through-year assessment designs vary,\textsuperscript{12,13} we have categorized them into a number of possible models (currently, states have only adopted a limited subset of these models; see appendix). To choose a design wisely, states must make clusters of interconnected decisions. Ideally, all these decisions should be grounded in a theory of action that clearly articulates what the through-year assessment program is meant to do and how it will do it.\textsuperscript{14,15}

Design choices that states make under one theory of action will often mean they can't embrace an alternative theory of action. If a through-year program's theory of action holds that teachers need to know how their students are doing on material taught in a recent unit, for example, then the program should, at a minimum, allow relevant content to be assessed after each unit and, ideally, connect to the curriculum in rich ways.

If, instead, the theory of action holds that teachers need to know how their students would perform if they took the end-of-year test at mid-year, and how their results compare to others across the state, then the test should be more curriculum-agnostic. The assessment program designed for the first theory of action cannot provide the information for the second, and vice-versa. Thus, each design path requires trade-offs in the information it provides.\textsuperscript{16}

Here's a sample of just some of the decisions states will face, and the trade-offs they might need to make, based on their chosen theories of action:

\textsuperscript{12} Gianopulos, G. (2019).
\textsuperscript{13} National Center for the Improvement of Educational Assessment. (2021).
\textsuperscript{14} Badrinarayan, A. & Dadey, N. (2023).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMPLE DECISIONS</th>
<th>TRADE-OFF(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whether and how the through-year assessment program connects to curriculum.</td>
<td>Curricula vary widely across schools and districts in any given state. Connecting through-year assessments to curricula, in the hope of providing instructionally relevant information, requires navigating the complexities of differences in curriculum implementations across the state. Through-year designs that allow for greater connection to curricula and instruction, such as those that afford a great deal of flexibility, pose challenges to comparability and standardization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What content to test, including whether each administration should assess the depth and breadth of the state's academic content standards, or just a subset of these standards, and if so, whether standards will be revisited across administrations.</td>
<td>Greater local control, in the form of flexibility, allows choice on which standards are assessed, and when. But flexibility is in tension with the standardization required for accountability uses. The technical and logistical demands of flexibility are not insignificant, and will require close partnerships between states and local entities, which adds burden and requires capacity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When to test, and whether there will be any flexibility in the timing or order of administrations.</td>
<td>The more test administrations states choose, the more often they can get information that's useful for program monitoring. But more testing sessions means more time dedicated to testing and less to instruction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often to test, and how many administrations there will be during the year.</td>
<td>The weightings, business rules, or other procedures by which each administration contributes to a student's annual proficiency determination. Some states may put all (or most) of the weight of a student's annual determination on the final through-year assessment to signal the importance of end-of-year performance, to mitigate the impact of missing data, or to address concerns with opportunity to learn. Doing so, however, may result in perceptions that earlier administrations do not “count” and are therefore less important.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All these decisions affect how well a through-year assessment program can solve the original problems that motivated the move away from a single end-of-year state test. States should carefully articulate the likely trade-offs before deciding to work toward a through-year assessment program.

Consideration 4: The needs of students with disabilities and English learners must be considered in the earliest stages of design.

Every state assessment program—through-year or not—must provide all students with a fair opportunity to show all they know and can do, without having to overcome factors irrelevant to what is being tested. All student groups, including English language learners and students with disabilities, should be able to participate in through-year assessment programs in ways that yield valid inferences about what they know and can do.

One alternate assessment consortium, Dynamic Learning Maps, has developed through-year assessments for students with the most significant cognitive disabilities. But there has not yet been corresponding work on the ways general through-year assessment programs can support—and affect—students who need accommodations and support. Emerging lessons from work on alternate assessments, as well as from interim assessment, can be helpful.

In a recent report, the National Center on Educational Outcomes offered recommendations about how state departments of education can ensure that all students participate in interim assessments. The organization divided its concerns and recommendations into five areas: data use, interpretation and reporting; participation, accessibility, technical issues, and the role of academic standards.

At a minimum, states should use universal design guidelines, their current test design guidelines, and the recommendations on interim assessments as they consider the needs of students with disabilities and English language learners in the earliest stages of designing or implementing a through-year assessment program.

Additionally, states should consider all students in the earliest stages of design. They should interrogate how information collected throughout the year might disadvantage students who typically need more time and opportunities to learn, or who have more variability in the scope and sequencing of their learning.

In those interrogations, states could focus on factors that may have different impacts for various student groups, such as English learners and students with disabilities. Students from these groups often have patterns or progressions of learning that differ from the general population of students, as well as from one another. These differences have implications for through-year assessment, including whether and how to include score information from earlier in the year in annual proficiency determinations. Other issues—such as diminished instructional time and disruptions to learning because of frequent testing—may also be more pronounced for these groups of students.

---


Ultimately, a through-year assessment program that works well for most students may not work well for specific student groups.

**Summary Recommendations for Conceptualization and Design**

• **Go slowly.**
  - Consider leveraging the experiences of states that are already designing through-year models. States that move forward early should rely heavily on rapid prototyping, stakeholders' input, and small-scale pilots to continuously test claims and gather evidence about technical quality, usefulness, and consequences.

  - Consider extending procurement timelines to allow the state, and its vendors, time to think through, pilot, and address the complex issues involved.

• **Think long-term.**
  - Any move to through-year should reflect a state's long-term planning and vision. In some cases, it may be worth temporarily extending the current assessment system to allow for more planning time.

• **Develop a theory of action with stakeholder feedback.**
  - Choose one problem—or cluster of related problems—as a target (in addition to the basic purpose of measuring student proficiency).

  - Recognize the necessary trade-offs and choose a design that's best suited to the one or two purposes the state has prioritized.

  - Clearly articulate a theory of action for the proposed through-year program that's based on the state's vision, goals, and policy environment. States should take the time needed to define and articulate the problems they want the through-year system to solve.

  - Engage deeply with students, families, teachers and policy leaders. Draw on all possible resources to determine how the through-year program will solve the chosen problems.

• **Design with intention for all students.**
  - Design for, and then examine the system in terms of, the experiences of student groups such as English language learners and students with disabilities. A shift to testing throughout the year will have different implications for these groups than for the general population.

• **Consider the entire assessment ecosystem.**
  - Through-year programs add at least one purpose to the state summative assessment program, essentially asking the program to do more. States should carefully consider whether the state summative assessment program can and should do more, or whether the purposes are better served outside of that program.

  - In some cases, states might address their added purpose, or purposes, by developing assessments and resources outside of the summative state assessment program—ideally a balanced, coherent system of assessments. That would mean having separate assessments that work together, instead of a single assessment that tries to serve multiple purposes.
**CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION**

*Consideration 5: Through-year assessment programs could reduce local control over curriculum.*

Through-year assessment programs require states to decide how and when they will assess students. These decisions affect how teachers, schools, and district administrators handle instruction.

Typically, statewide assessments test students on the depth and breadth of the state’s content standards at the end of the year, which allows districts to structure the timing and pacing of instruction as they wish, as long as they cover the most important content by the time students are tested. If states test students multiple times per year, however, districts must consider when they teach content. Currently, such decisions vary widely from district to district, reflecting curriculum variation.21

Some states exploring through-year assessment are addressing this issue by testing the full depth and breadth of state content standards in each test administration. With this approach, each administration mirrors the others. This is similar to what districts and schools are already doing when they administer interim assessments that cover a full set of grade-level standards in the fall, winter, and spring.22 Other states have chosen to assess a subset of the standards in each test administration (See appendix for details on states using each of these two approaches).

The theoretical benefit of the first option is that instruction would not need to be tethered to the testing schedule, allowing teachers to design the scope, pace, and sequence of their instruction as they wish. It might help teachers track students’ growth across the series of test sessions, and help identify students who consistently need extra support. In practice, however, this option may encourage schools to cover more state standards earlier in the year than prescribed by their curriculum, or to cover content quickly ahead of a test, and then go back and dive more deeply. This model also increases the chance that students will be tested on topics they haven’t studied yet, particularly in mathematics.

The theoretical benefit of the other approach—covering only a subset of the standards in each test administration—is that each test can focus on what has just been taught. But variation in curriculum means that some scopes and sequences would align better than others with the assessed content. Some educators might adjust their instruction to match the assessments, which reduces their discretion and agency, while others may accept that misalignment, which could influence their students’ test performance.

Through-year assessment programs that give schools and districts more control over the timing of test administrations, such as with modular assessments or “testlets” that can be arranged around instruction, might help districts retain greater control over curriculum. But those designs greatly increase logistical complexity. They also could encourage teachers to move away from deeper learning goals, which ask students to integrate across standards in sophisticated ways.

---


22 Typically, commercial interims do not assess a state’s academic content standards; they assess the standards of a related framework (such as the Common Core State Standards) with a reasonable degree of alignment to the state’s content standards.
Consideration 6: Using state tests—through-year or not—to directly inform instruction requires radical changes.

State summative assessments are designed to provide annual determinations of student proficiency that, when combined with other information, serve as the basis for identifying schools in need of additional support and intervention in federally mandated accountability systems. Tests designed for this purpose influence classroom instruction indirectly, by triggering those supports and interventions and by enabling state officials to monitor school quality and student success across years. State summative assessments also signal what is valued, in terms of performance on the state standards. These mechanisms for informing instruction happen over the course of years, and don't affect students' instruction in the year they took the test.

Most people who want tests that inform instruction picture a different process, one that occurs in shorter time cycles and affects the instruction of the students who took the test. In such a scenario, a teacher would receive results immediately after the test is given, review those results, and adjust instructional plans for the next few lessons.

An assessment program that informs instruction in this more direct way must have certain characteristics that are absent from typical state accountability testing programs. Each test should be closely connected to the instruction that immediately precedes each test administration, for example. It should be relevant to upcoming curricular units, and it should communicate results in a way that enables teachers to plan future instruction for their current students.

Building in this kind of direct instructional utility is a big ask for a state testing program that must also sample the breadth and depth of a state's content standards. Building in any one of these characteristics is a challenge. Here, we illustrate how the third—communicating results in a way that enables teachers to plan future instruction—extends state assessment well beyond its current boundaries.

A test that is directly useful to instruction must be designed to capture, and report, qualitative information on how well students are learning, and what they need, in the context of a lesson or unit. This is information that makes student thinking visible, and serves as evidence of what needs to change in teaching or learning, for which students, and why. Current state tests do not provide this kind of information.23

For a state test to directly inform instruction, then, it must change in an important way: It must produce reports that speak to the quality of student work. Those reports may need to illustrate the ways in which students have met or fallen short of the learning goals of prior units. They may need to show actual student work,24 possibly annotated by test scorers or instructional partners. Those reports will need to address practical instructional implications at levels

---

23 Evans, C. M. (2022, June 22). Can a state test inform instruction?: The typical, the improbable, and the possibilities in the messy middle. National Center for the Improvement of Educational Assessment. [https://www.nciea.org/blog/can-a-state-test-inform-instruction/](https://www.nciea.org/blog/can-a-state-test-inform-instruction/)

deeper and more specific than the boilerplate language often found on state assessment reports. State assessment would be drawn into curriculum and instruction, territory it has long avoided.

Creating assessments that produce fine-grained accounts of how students are learning the enacted curriculum—information teachers can use directly to inform instructional strategies—requires more than a revision of current state assessments. It requires designing entirely new assessments and fundamentally shifting the way curriculum, instruction, and state assessments interact.

This shift, in turn, alters the relationship between states and local districts. A state must take on additional roles in student learning that were once reserved for local education agencies. When a through-year assessment program is meant to directly inform teaching and learning, the state becomes responsible for providing that information. For this to happen, state agency staff must deeply understand teaching and learning and how they play out in multiple contexts across the state. Filling these roles demands greater capacity from states, their vendors, and other state partners.

**Consideration 7: Through-year programs may compound existing tensions between accountability and instruction.**

State assessment is a high-stakes proposition for schools. Their performance is rated publicly through test-based accountability systems. Those ratings can spark public criticism of schools’ performance. They can also have farther-reaching implications, such as influencing property values, since ratings are often used as selling points for homes and neighborhoods.

The literature is full of cases documenting the ways accountability pressure can have a negative impact on instruction. Teachers often feel they should focus heavily on what is tested. Doing so can narrow the curriculum, resulting in a far heavier focus on English language arts and mathematics than on social studies, science, art, music, and physical education. Teachers may also shift curriculum content to focus on basic skills, or they may spend too much time on test-preparation activities.

Given these widely noted negative effects of current state tests, states considering a through-year assessment model must ask two important questions: 1) Will adding more state assessment during the year compound these problems? 2) Are there specific design or mitigation strategies that can be used to make sure this doesn't happen?

States might be able to mitigate a through-year system's potential negative effects on instruction by deciding not to use the results from within-year administrations—the fall and winter sessions, for instance, in a system that features fall, winter and spring administrations—when calculating students' summative proficiency determinations. This would eliminate the stakes attached to the earlier test administrations, and might reduce the pressure teachers feel to mimic in their classrooms the assessment practices and content emphases on the state tests.

Alternatively, states might choose to design a through-year assessment program based on rich performance tasks or other models of good classroom assessment, which would shape instruction in different ways.

Whatever pathway they choose, states should be proactive on the issue of tests' instructional impact, and use their theory of action to logically connect the design of their through-year assessment program to the types of instructional actions they would like to support.

**Summary Recommendations for Curriculum and Instruction**

- **Define, create and share expectations with stakeholders.**
  - Communicate with stakeholders clearly about how through-year would inform instruction (broadly speaking) and how it would not.
  - Carefully manage expectations that through-year assessments will directly inform instruction. Families and educators will likely seek instructional utility, even if the goals of the program don't include it.

- **Define what it means to inform instruction.**
  - If the through-year assessment program is meant to inform instruction, clearly define the processes, actions or activities that will inform instruction, and who will be performing them.
  - Critically examine arguments about the specific ways the through-year assessment program can and cannot inform instruction.

- **Understand and address the varied scopes, sequences and pacings of curriculum and instruction.**
  - Analyze and articulate the ways local control will be affected by decisions about the interaction of assessed content with curriculum scope and sequence.
  - Review curriculum materials to evaluate the implications for the timing and content coverage of each test, or rely on national work that does so as a starting point.26

---

Consideration 8: Through-year assessment programs likely require more time, money, and resources than current state testing programs.

Moving to a through-year assessment program will demand more of state and local agencies in both design and implementation. States will have to design, administer, monitor, and report on multiple tests over the course of the year—a heftier responsibility than with only one summative test per year. This will almost certainly require states to assign additional personnel, ask their vendors to supply this added administrative capacity, or both.

Almost every aspect of statewide assessment is complicated by a through-year model: development and maintenance of the item pool, form assembly, administration, scoring, scaling, equating and reporting. These complications are more pronounced in some through-year assessment models than in others, but all require greater complexity than do typical statewide assessment programs. Below we examine just two areas—administration and missing data—to illustrate the complexities involved in through-year assessment programs.

In a through-year program, testing imposes greater demands not only on the state, but on schools and districts. Local administrators will have to spend more time on—and potentially assign more personnel to—testing, since it will occur several times a year, with all the complexities inherent in giving standardized tests for accountability. They'll have to train current staff to administer these new tests, for example, and divert those staffers from their normal duties several times a year. Schools and districts will also need to reconfigure school schedules to accommodate multiple test sessions. Reporting and rostering records will need to be updated, and staff assigned to additional reporting data-validation cycles.

States and their local districts using through-year assessments will also have to spend more time on security and compensating for missing data. Student mobility and absences translate into missing data. In typical end-of-year testing programs, make-up days capture most, if not all, absent students. Introducing multiple make-up days to the school year would almost certainly disrupt school operations. Other ways to address missing data come with their own challenges. At one extreme, a program could base students' proficiency calculations only on the scores from the year's final test administration, so schools would need make-up scores from only that session. But this solution could create an incentive for students to skip school or otherwise opt out of testing on within-year testing days, since those don't "count."

At the other extreme, if schools offer make-ups for every test day absence, they could easily find themselves continuously testing, especially at large schools with high levels of chronic absenteeism. Whatever solution they choose, schools and districts are likely to find that variation in the number of

---

test sessions students complete will be a source of measurement error, and possibly bias, since student absenteeism correlates with test performance.

**Consideration 9: Through-year programs will reduce overall testing time only if districts use them in place of their own interim tests.**

Some states are drawn to through-year assessment programs because they think it will reduce the overall amount of time students spend taking tests. For that to happen, state and local assessment practices must dovetail in important ways.

No through-year assessment program to date appears to reduce the amount of time students spend on state-required tests. In fact, compared to current statewide summative assessments, they actually increase the amount of time students spend on those tests.

Imagining any significant reduction in overall testing time requires recognizing that state-required tests are just part of the assessment picture.

Many districts require their own interim tests several times a year, on top of school and classroom assessments. One study found that students actually spend more time taking district-required tests than they do on state-required assessments.28

If local districts drop their own interim assessments and use their state’s new through-year assessment program instead, then total testing time may be reduced. Such a system might also afford greater coherence, since its parts would be designed to work together. Currently, local interim tests aren’t necessarily aligned to state content standards, and don’t use the state test’s reporting scale or achievement level descriptions.

If a district opts to maintain its own interim assessments in addition to administering the state’s mandated through-year assessment program for accountability, overall testing time will increase. In addition, testing time would increase for districts that don’t currently require interim tests in a shift to a through-year assessment program, since their students would be moving from one required test to two or more.

**Consideration 10: Making claims about student proficiency is more challenging with a through-year assessment program than with current state testing.**

State academic content standards are end-of-year expectations. Accordingly, state tests assess what students know and can do at the end of the year, and the claims we make—what we say about what students know and can do—is based on the end of the year. Through-year assessment programs break this chain of logic by assessing what students know and can do not only at the end of the year, but at multiple points during the year.

The shift to through-year assessment calls into question the summative claims that can be made about student proficiency. If students are learning throughout the year, then the earlier administrations can't capture what they'll know and be able to do later in the year. By the end of the year, students may have forgotten, or better mastered, the content that was already tested. Importantly, between the earlier administrations and the end of the year, students may have covered content that would have enabled them to score better if they'd known it during those earlier test sessions.29,30,31

When students haven't yet experienced the full year's instructional time, states must explicitly recognize that assessment information gathered earlier in the year provides limited evidence for end-of-year student proficiency, or they must revise that claim. Through-year assessment requires us to consider what is most important: what students know and can do at the end of the year, or what students know and can do at various points during the year. To be clear, either approach is reasonable. Each approach, however, reflects different priorities about student learning.

Consider this issue by comparing the creation of annual student determinations to grading. Should a student's grade be based on an end-of-year final test alone, or on the average of three end-of-semester tests and the end-of-year final? Traditional statewide summative assessment generally functions like the former, a grade based only on an end-of-year test. Through-year assessment, however, potentially allows for other options, like an average across tests.

The averaging option isn't the only one for through-year assessment programs; there are a number of possible approaches to the creation of annual determinations. The key is to clarify the state's values about when students demonstrate proficiency on which standards. This clarification helps define the claims the state wishes to make about students.

This conceptual shift has technical implications. States will have to decide how to aggregate results across test administrations to produce required annual determinations of student proficiency. How the results are aggregated—and whether and how weights are applied—will affect the range of claims states can make about student performance.32,33,34

The shift in claims also has practical implications. An annual proficiency determination is typically compensatory: Higher performance in one part of the end-of-year test, such as number sense and operations in math, can offset lower performance in another. In through-year assessment programs that divide content and assign it to specific test sessions, it's unclear how this kind of compensatory relationship would work. This becomes particularly challenging if the goal is to support a claim about students' end-of-year proficiency. Alternatively, states may seek to redefine the claim they will make.

29 Dadey, N. & Gong, B. (2017).
31 Gong, B. (2021b, February 23). Why has it been so difficult to develop a viable through year assessment? National Center for the Improvement of Educational Assessment. https://www.nciea.org/blog/state-testing/why-has-it-been-so-difficult-develop-viable-through-year-assessment
32 Dadey, N. & Gong, B. (2017).
Student groups that tend to improve more than others between earlier and later test administrations could be at a disadvantage in a model that divides up content and assigns it to specific test sessions, assuming all administrations of a through-year test “count.” Solving this technical challenge is not trivial. States will need to work closely with their technical advisors and vendors to decide on claims, align aggregation models appropriately, and evaluate disproportionate impact on student groups. Finding out what students, parents, teachers and education leaders value in a test’s claims, and taking that into account in design, must also be considered.

Some states are getting around these thorny claims-related issues by excluding within-year results from their annual proficiency determinations (See appendix). Students’ proficiency determinations are based only on their end-of-year assessment. This is the most common model among states currently designing or piloting through-year assessment programs (See Model 5, appendix).

**Summary Recommendations for Logistical and Technical**

- **Analyze the necessary investments and potential returns.**
  - Evaluate the return on investment, both for the state education agency and local districts. Interrogate the logistics, including:
    - How much money, time, and effort will the through-year program require over its lifespan? Can the state provide them over the long term?
    - How many additional full-time equivalent personnel will be needed?
    - How many test days will through-year add to the current state test schedule? Is this additional time reasonable? Is it legal? (Some states cap testing time.)
    - How will the required testing and make-up days differ across schools of different sizes and levels of chronic absenteeism?

- **Examine local interim assessment practice.**
  - States should ask their districts whether they can (or should) use a state-provided through-year in place of their local assessments. Through-year cannot reduce overall testing time if districts that use interim tests keep using them.

- **Define the summative claim.**
  - Consider the kinds of claims about student performance the through-year program aims to support. Can the claim be clearly articulated? Is it an end-of-year claim, or an alternative conditional on timing and content?
  - Articulate the parameters that would need to be set around timing, content, and aggregation to support the intended claim. Are those parameters acceptable to stakeholders?
  - Consult with technical experts and stakeholders on the implications of various ways of handling score aggregation and what that means for student absences on testing days.
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

Implementing a through-year assessment program is rife with challenges, and states are facing those challenges on a daunting landscape: little is known about how well these programs work, and under what conditions.

Many people connected to education, from state legislatures and education department leaders to assessment vendors and advocacy groups, are advancing arguments about the value and promise of through-year programs for accountability. Those visions may ultimately be validated by research and practice.

But right now, there isn’t enough research to show that through-year programs will resolve the two most frequently cited problems with state assessments: That they take too much time, and don’t directly support instruction. As we’ve shown here, through-year programs also pose many significant technical, practical and policy challenges.

Until there is sufficient evidence that through-year programs will do more good than harm, we urge states to proceed slowly and deliberately. If through-year is to become a force in the positive evolution of assessment, it will need a strong foundation, and states can play important roles in building it.

We urge states exploring through-year to begin by specifying their vision, goals, and theory of action, and by asking: What problem(s) are we trying to solve, and how, exactly, would a through-year assessment program solve them? States must interrogate all claims about what through-year systems can reasonably do, and how they would do it.

States and their vendor partners can help build a research base for through-year by prototyping various designs, running small-scale pilots, gathering information from stakeholders about how well they worked and what needs to change, and widely sharing this information. In these ways, states might move forward with minimum impact as more clarity emerges.
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APPENDIX: MATRIX OF STATE THROUGH-YEAR ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS

At our November 2021 virtual convening\textsuperscript{35}, we noted 11 states that were developing or considering through-year assessment programs, and one alternate assessment consortium. Since then, that number has risen to 13 states, as shown in the map below, since Delaware and Indiana began to develop through-year programs.

1. Alaska
2. Delaware
3. Florida
4. Georgia
5. Indiana
6. Kansas
7. Louisiana
8. Maine
9. Montana
10. Nebraska
11. North Carolina
12. Texas
13. Virginia

In this appendix, we group these 13 state programs\textsuperscript{36}—and one alternate assessment program, Dynamic Learning Maps, used in five states—into one of eight possible through-year assessment design models based on information currently available\textsuperscript{37}. As shown in the table on the next page, the eight possible design models are derived from various mixtures of how the state plans to (a) organize content across test administrations and (b) use within-year assessment information in a student’s annual summative determination of proficiency. We used these two decisions to create a matrix because they represent different theories of action and key design choices from which other decisions will necessarily follow.

If a state’s theory of action is built around providing instructionally useful information, for example, it will likely choose to administer a subset of standards at each administration and those administrations will be required. Additional explanation follows the table.

\textsuperscript{35} National Center for the Improvement of Educational Assessment. (2021).

\textsuperscript{36} Some states (GA, LA, MT) have more than one through-year assessment program under development. In some cases these programs fall under different models based on how we’ve organized the design decisions (e.g., Georgia MAP and Georgia Navvy). In other cases, the programs fall under the same overall model, though they are distinct (e.g., Louisiana’s curriculum-specific ELA and Louisiana’s curriculum-relevant ELA and math). See EducationFirst (2022) for more detail on each state’s through-year assessment program.

\textsuperscript{37} These groupings are based on the information available at publication time. We note, however, that some states, such as Texas, have not finalized their design decisions. At least one, Florida, is bound by statute to explore the feasibility of an alternative design.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score Aggregation Method</th>
<th>Content Organization at Each Administration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| *Is within-year information used to compute a student’s annual determination of proficiency? [Yes or No]* | *How is the content in state standards organized across administrations?*
| | |
| **Yes, within-year information is used.** | **All State Content Standards** | **Subset of State Content Standards** |
| | **MODEL 1** | **MODEL 2** |
| | [No current state designs] | Delaware DLM Georgia Navvy Louisiana Montana |
| **Yes, within-year information is used if it would improve a student’s cumulative score.** | **MODEL 3** | **MODEL 4** |
| | Texas | [No current state designs] |
| **No, within-year information is used for other measurement purposes (create common scale for prediction or growth; create claim or subclaim scores; locate starting point in multi-stage adaptive).** | **MODEL 5** | **MODEL 6** |
| | Alaska Georgia MAP Kansas Nebraska Maine Virginia | Indiana North Carolina |
| **No, within-year information is used only for informational purposes.** | **MODEL 7** | **MODEL 8** |
| | Florida | [No current state designs] |

The two main ways to organize content across test administrations are to sample from all state content standards or to sample from a subset of state content standards.

In most (eight) current through-year assessment programs, the entire breadth of the state content standards is sampled at each administration within the year, likely because of the challenges associated with local curricular scope and sequencing and instructional pacing.

States that are more interested in connecting the through-year assessment program to curriculum and instruction tend to divide, cluster, or distribute state content standards in some manner at each administration (see, for example: Delaware, Georgia Navvy, Indiana, Louisiana, Montana, and North Carolina). As we noted earlier, these decisions represent distinct theories of action related to through-year assessment programs.

States also vary in how, if at all, they use within-year information to compute a student’s annual determination of proficiency. For example, we have identified four main answers to the questions: *Is within-year information used to compute a student’s annual determination of proficiency? [Yes or No]* If not, *what is within-year information used for?*

- Yes, within-year information is used. Student scores from earlier administrations are combined to produce a student’s annual determination of student proficiency. Through-year assessment components are not optional.
• Yes, within-year information is used only if it would help a student's cumulative score. Otherwise, the final administration is used.

• No, within-year information is used for other measurement purposes. Through-year student scores from earlier administrations are used to (a) create a common scale for prediction or growth, (b) create claim or subclaim scores, and/or (c) locate each student's starting point more precisely in a delayed multi-stage adaptive test. Through-year assessment components are sometimes optional. Only the final administration is used to compute a student's annual determination of student proficiency.

• No, within-year information is used for informational purposes. Only the final administration is used to compute a student's annual determination of student proficiency.

Grouping current through-year assessment programs into eight possible models allows us to see that the most common models right now are Model 5 (six states) and Model 2 (four states).

• Model 5: Each through-year component is based on all state content standards and within-year information is not used to compute a student's annual determination of proficiency, but for other measurement purposes. In most cases, the other measurement purpose is to create a common scale for growth (Alaska, Georgia MAP, Nebraska, Maine, and Virginia). A couple states are currently planning to also use the within-year information for growth and to inform a delayed multi-stage adaptive test (Georgia MAP and Nebraska).

• Model 2: Each through-year component is based on a subset of state content standards at each administration ranging from one standard to a cluster of standards depending on the state design. Student scores from earlier administrations are combined to produce a student's annual determination of student proficiency. Through-year assessment components are not optional. Most states are focusing on English language arts and mathematics, though some states like Delaware are focusing on social studies. Only Louisiana’s Innovative Assessment Pilot for English language arts is curriculum-specific; in all other cases, the connection to curriculum is not as tightly coupled.

The matrix also allows us to see that states are not exploring all of these possible models, likely due to considerations discussed in this paper (see, for example: Models 1, 4, and 8). Brief descriptions of each model that combines the content organization at each administration and score aggregation method can be found in the table below.

| Model 1 | All state content standards in a particular grade and content area are sampled at each test administration. Student scores from earlier administrations are combined to produce a student's annual determination of student proficiency. Through-year assessment components are not optional. |
| Model 2 (GA Navvy, DLM, DE, LA, MT) | Subset of state content standards at each administration ranging from one standard to a cluster of standards depending on the state design. Student scores from earlier administrations are combined to produce a student's annual determination of student proficiency. Through-year assessment components are not optional. |
| Model 3 (TX) | All state content standards in a particular grade and content area are sampled at each test administration. Student scores from earlier administrations may be weighted into a student's annual determination of student proficiency only if it would help their cumulative score. Otherwise, the final administration is used. |
| Model 4 | Subset of state content standards at each administration. Student scores from earlier administrations may be weighted into a student's annual determination of student proficiency only if it would help their cumulative score. Otherwise, the final administration is used. |
| Model 5 (AK, GA MAP, KS, NE, ME, VA) | All state content standards in a particular grade and content area are sampled at each test administration (typically fall, winter, spring), but only the spring score is used to produce a student's annual determination of student proficiency that is required under federal law. The information from earlier through-year components (e.g., fall and winter) is used in different ways for measurement purposes depending on the state, including to: (a) create a common scale for prediction or growth, (b) create claim scores, and/or (c) locate each student's starting point more precisely in a delayed multi-stage adaptive test. Through-year assessment components are sometimes optional. |
| Model 6 (IN, NC) | Subset of state content standards are sampled at each test administration, but only the spring score is used to produce a student's annual determination of student proficiency that is required under federal law. The information from earlier through-year components is used in different ways for measurement purposes depending on the state, including to: (a) create a common scale for prediction or growth, (b) create claim scores, and/or (c) locate each student's starting point more precisely in a delayed multi-stage adaptive test. Through-year assessment components are sometimes optional. |
| Model 7 (FL) | All state content standards in a particular grade and content area are sampled at each test administration, but only the spring score is used to produce a student's annual determination of student proficiency that is required under federal law. Through-year results provide information only. |
| Model 8 | Subset of state content standards are sampled at each test administration, but only the spring score is used to produce a student's annual determination of student proficiency that is required under federal law. Through-year results provide information only. |